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====================
============== * Creation
of the entire Flash photo gallery

in few mouse clicks; * The
package contains servers scripts;
* Using of comfortable and easy
to use html code; * The package

with supports ASP.NET and PHP; *
More than 40 parameters are

available to adjust your design to
your taste; * The package
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contains HTML, XHTML, CSS, and
XML files. Classic Photo Gallery

Upgrade Description =======
====================
=============== * New
features: * Updated online Help
file; * New scripts for servers; *
New effects over images; * New

XML file and options for photos; *
New online video tutorial. Classic
Photo Gallery Description ====
====================
=========== Classic Photo
Gallery is a simple, effective, and
efficient way to add a collection

of photos to your site. This gallery
represents as a grid and has

paginal viewing mode. You can
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set any number of rows and
columns, and also it is possible to

adjust measurement and
appearance of the cells. In the
package you can find files with

the scripts which essentially
increase the speed of image

loading and creates qualitative
thumbnails. The package contains
scripts for servers which support

either ASP.NET or PHP. Special file
opens images in the originally

size in popup window. Simple XML
file is used to create the photo
gallery. It is includes a handy

navigation with beautiful effects
over the thumbnails. More than

40 parameters help you to
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arrange your gallery according
your design tastes! In Classic

Photo Gallery you can choose one
of the three styles of the gallery:

you can style it to look like a
small frame, a high resolution
image gallery or a scaled back

version of a high resolution
gallery. If you set a photo number
grid, photos will be displayed as a
regular grid. All types of photos
can be displayed: full resolution,

frames, greyscale images,
landscape and portrait. You can
set a display order for different
types of photos and for different

cells. Classic Photo Gallery
includes a range of useful filters
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over the images. These effects
can be applied one over the

other. You can add blur, sharpen,
desaturation, contrast, black-and-

white, red-eye reduction, flip,
resize images and crop them at

any size (constrain within a
specified area). * Creation of the
entire Flash photo gallery in few

mouse clicks; * The package
contains servers scripts; * Using
of comfortable and easy to use
html code; * The package with
supports ASP.NET and PHP; *

More than
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many distinctive special effects.
It's a tool for creating stunning,

user-friendly photo galleries with
absolute simplicity. It includes a
wizard for creating galleries with
just a few mouse clicks. Using the
wizard is super easy and allows to

create a spectacular looking
gallery in just a few minutes.

Once you have created a gallery,
you can easily link it to a site

using a simple JavaScript code.
The gallery includes an easy to

follow and user friendly interface.
The wizard is designed to match
the gallery exactly to the style of
the chosen web page. After the

gallery has been created, photos
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can be linked to it from your site.
The link will send the viewer to
the gallery site. Or, the viewer
may click the link to open the

photo gallery in a separate
window. It's entirely up to you.

Typical webmasters want to make
sure that visitors will be able to

navigate freely around their web
site. This is no simple task

because of the confusion between
internal and external links. Most
visitors would rather navigate
within your site than to leave.
This is why it's so important to

know that your site's navigation is
organized in a way that will keep

visitors happy. Classic Photo
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Gallery for Dreamweaver allows
you to add intuitive gallery

windows to your web pages using
just a few mouse clicks. You can
create a stunning gallery for the
homepage of your site, then link
it to other pages. The gallery is

dynamic and will move its
thumbnails as you scroll. You can

also automatically upload new
photos to the gallery. A simple

navigation system allows visitors
to easily navigate from page to
page. Digital photo frames have
been popping up in the last few
years. Since their introduction,
they have become the perfect

photo frame for anyone who want
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to share a high-quality display of
digital images with their friends

and family. For now, frame design
is relatively easy. All that is

needed is an image, a frame and
a stand for the frame. But in the
future, there will be no need for

any of these items. Smart
cameras will automatically scan a

person's face, recognize them,
and they will automatically come
to the online frame distributor.
There, they will be stored in a

vault where you can access them
through an electronic frame and
any other device that supports

the frame format. This technology
is not far off as many companies
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like Facebook and Youtube
already have a database of your
face, and have the tools for this
kind of feature. Web 2.0 has a

new wave of web design
b7e8fdf5c8
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By using Dreamweaver extension
for Classic Photo Gallery you can
create attractive photo albums for
your site with just few clicks! This
Dreamweaver extension
represents photo galleries as
creative and attractive static
pages, which can be the basis for
a complete Flash dynamic or AJAX
application. Classic Photo Gallery
for Dreamweaver works in 3
steps: 1. Set the size of the page
cells and arrangement of the
photos. 2. At your disposal are
more than 40 parameters
allowing you to control galleries in
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any way you want. 3. The
extension downloads and displays
the images, sets the appropriate
headers, and allows you to attach
the fonts used to format the
gallery (if necessary). Classic
Photo Gallery for Dreamweaver
provides the following benefits: 1.
A great photo gallery for your
website to improve the site’s
performance; 2. Screensavers
compatible with all the Windows
version; 3. Versatile and flexible
templates and examples; 4.
Various modes for gallery
arrangement (for example, a
horizontal form or a vertical
form); 5. A navigation panel
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which you can use to activate (i.e.
with a mouseclick on the empty
part of the page) gallery items; 6.
Your own navigation and link to
be shown in the list of items; 7.
Social network support and
integration with Flickr, Picasa,
YouTube, Flickr and Facebook; 8.
Easy conversion of the gallery
into HTML. Classic Photo Gallery
for Dreamweaver consists of
HTML, CSS, JavaScript and PHP
scripts which work together to
display photos in a web browser
or application. You can customize
the gallery with just a few mouse
clicks. You can place photos into
different cells and arrange the
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photos, the columns and the
whole galleries, allowing you to
create a unique template for your
website. There is no limit to the
number of rows and columns in
the gallery. If you need to show
more or fewer photos in a cell,
you can easily adjust the settings.
Please note that you will need an
Internet connection to download
the package Classic Photo
Gallery. Important changes in the
last version: - servers that
support PHP 4 are no longer
supported. - the documentation
has been updated and the
translated file is now available. -
stability of the XML editor and the
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preview window has been
enhanced. Category
Dreamweaver Extensions About
Classic Photo Gallery Classic
Photo Gallery is a popular and
simple way to add a gallery of
photos to your website. Classic
Photo Gallery description

What's New in the?

Free Music Mixer is a music
mixing software for free. You can
create a music, that would get
played for a customer, and share
your mixes with your friends. You
can also use Free Music Mixer to
create your own professional
radio station. You can create as
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many music channels as you like
to serve the music to your
customers. It is very simple and
easy to use. The only thing you
need to do is to click on a radio
button. The background color of
the software changes to the
background color of the radio
station and the background
image changes to the name of
your radio station. Of course, your
radio station name must be
unique in the Internet world.
Besides, you can easily add 3D
effects to your music streams.
Free Music Mixer has a powerful
auto-tag feature which lets you
tag any sound track automatically
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in any standard genres. You can
use special effects to enhance the
sound quality of the music.
Simply use the Mixer itself to
adjust the audio. You can make
music streams quickly without
having to edit and tag each track.
Enjoy experimenting with Free
Music Mixer. Free Music Mixer
Features: * It is free, not for
commercial purposes * You can
manage the music channels that
you create * You can share your
music channels with your friends
* There are 3D effects and other
special effects for the sounds *
You can create a radio station
and listen to the music you like
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online. * You can easily adjust
audio at first If you want to
download and install any of the
Games in our Entertainment
category, you may click on the
following links: J-Emualtor - Magic
Photo Editor 2.3.1 Magic Photo
Editor is a professional photo
editor and photo editor for
everyone. Its powerful and easy-
to-use effects provide
unparalleled image editing
capabilities. You can also apply
various effects to your images
like brightness, contrast and color
correction. You can also extract
faces from an image, rotate and
resize a photo and apply realistic
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brushes. Magic Photo Editor
Features: * Powerful image
editing tool * Various powerful
effects like brightness, contrast,
color correction and realistic
brushes * Batch processing *
Save an image as a BMP, JPG, Gif
or a PDF file * Segment image like
face, square, rectangle * Segment
image like cartoon or watercolor *
Cut out a part of the image *
Apply blur, emboss, texture effect
* Apply pixel effect
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System Requirements:

Additional Notes: Links:
Homepage: [PAL] [NTSC] [NSF]
[Sat] [MP3] [PS2] [XBOX360]
[ENG] [PRZO] [JAP] Please do not
redistribute or re-upload this file.
Copyright: Shared download is
the ideal method to distribute this
file. All non-commercial uses are
granted.
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